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I've enjoyed these for the flightsim period - but they certainly add to the setup and illusion. I assume thats why its a Steam Workshop though, as opposed to setting up add-ons you
have to build in FSX? All good fun. I just hope that some time in the future, all the different companies that made the add-ons release their maps and stuff out for all to use. Then,
you could buy all of it and get what you are looking for and not have to wait for all of them to get it out. I would like to say that it worked out great for my first two games. I would

like to play a train game where I could literally fly over the landscape, but not a racing game. I can see why that would be a problem as well. But then again, maybe I am just a little
insane. Many of us grown up with model train sets. They are a great way of modelling the world with your hands and they are wonderful things to look at on the table top. There are
great scale layouts available, things like large scale railways which can even have physical braking and points on the main line. Theyve been around for years and they still work for

grown-ups! Most of us like to collect and display our layout on display racks. Most of us dont live in the countryside, so we just add props to make it more believable. There is no
reason why 3D models couldnt be used in this way too. In fact, they are often cheaper to produce as the raw materials are cheaper and the printer can print a few objects per hour

at a fraction of the cost of printing a physical model. So if youre holding a model train layout in your hand, you are probably holding a 3D model that you havent actually bought
yet!
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Some of you guys don't even know what the
game is. It's a free to download train simulator.
And as any decent digital economy should be
the add ons should be cheaper than the base
game. The game has no DRM and you can use
the assets for free. The $15 is for the add-ons
which provide additional data and scenarios.

When you buy the full game, you get all the add-
ons, otherwise it would be a ripoff. Having a

special high-tech airport and three train lines to
it would be a cool feature. For example, they
could have a feature where in the airport you
can get into a train and travel to one of the

three lines. For example, one of the line goes by
a casino and feature an interesting route. You
could also imagine the trains to stop along the
way at a few places. (Like at a big box store

where you could wait for the train to stop). This
could actually be implemented cheaply, or add
to the game cheaply. The DLC is a brand new

engine. There is no time to mod the base game
and add new gameplay mechanics, so they are

selling premium content as DLC. This is a
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business and they have grown a lot with quite
some success. If you would build a house with a
base price of $15 and some more expensive add

ons, you could sell the whole house as one
product. This is a business and they made a

decision they thought would benefit them and
the game. You don't like it, I respect that. The

response is fairly damning. http://steamcommun
ity.com/app/394610/discussions/1/43551052077
3790309/ has plenty of comments, but the gist
of it seems to be that more CSG assets (routes,

etc) are needed, and more game should be
added such as action combat for the train set
(like tying the train to the back of your car and

racing around a track - something that would be
very easy and appealing for people who dont
fly. But I also agree that in a game like this, if

someone wants trainsets to compete with other
physical simulators, they probably should have
supplied it from the start. Yes it would be a lot
of work at a very early stage of dev, but who

cares? It would be a great game to play!
5ec8ef588b
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